
Finance Oxygen. Built for you to help you sell more. 
It’s a game changer.

Finance Oxygen by SER.  
Our streamlined vendor equipment 
finance product.

• Faster Processing
• Mistake Free
• Faster Payments

OXYGEN

OXYGEN



Why the name? Well, the solutions provided by our vendors are often referred to as 
“Oxygen for Business” as their customers cannot run a business without these solutions. 
Similarly, at its core, the final measure of the effectiveness of Finance Oxygen is that it 
should greatly improve cash flow for our vendor and as we all know, cashflow is like 
oxygen for business. Hence the name.

FINANCE OXYGEN INCLUDES: 
OXYGEN SALES, OXYGEN MANAGER & OXYGEN BILLING
Oxygen Sales will reduce the time it takes sales people to 
onboard new and existing clients, by reducing the time it takes 
to provide a quote, generate finance documents, obtain an 
approval and settle a transaction.

Oxygen Manager provides management with unparalleled 
reporting tools for maximum portfolio management as well as 
instant access to sales activity in relation to finance.

Oxygen Billing allows admin teams to provide a one document, 
one bill solution that enables variable billings for service related 
usage-based programs.

Finally, Finance Oxygen can be programmed to provide you 
with reports each day, week, month or year on any aspect of 
your finance portfolio – automatically!

Finance Oxygen’s Oxygen Manager is designed for those who 
need to know what’s going on, and are aware that finance 
relates very closely to cashflow. Owners, CEO’s, CFO’s, accounts 
receivable staff, sales managers, state managers all benefit 
from Finance Oxygen.

Using Finance Oxygen will help you get paid faster.

The Oxygen Manager App, which can be viewed on any device, 
presents you with a menu of options and allows up-to-date, 
unprecedented clarity of all your finance sales activity.

See the real-time status on every deal in the system that hasn’t 
been settled. It will also tell you what is stopping its progress 
and who is doing what about it. Data can be viewed to:

 Analyse the performance of your sales team as a group and 
as individuals

 Forecast monthly budgets based on your finance pipeline 

 Know exactly which deals need your involvement as month 
end draws near

It’s all there at your disposal, and the result is streamlined 
processes that ensure sales opportunities are recognised and 
settlements happen faster.

Once a transaction has settled imagine being able to -

Look at deals pending maturity 

Look at all deals pending settlement; filter by cost price and 
 status 

Request and receive a variation rate online 

Access a copy of the signed customer contract with the click 
of a button 

Request and receive a payout online

You can see why we say...Finance Oxygen - it’s a game changer.

Contact your Account Manager now for a no-obligation 
demonstration of Finance Oxygen.

FOR THE MANAGER

WELCOME TO FINANCE OXYGEN

Contact Cane via  
OxygenSupport@serentals.com.auNeed Help?

mailto:OxygenSupport%40serentals.com.au?subject=


If you are using finance to sell equipment, then the Oxygen 
Sales App has been designed for you.

 Access on any device
It’s all about making your job easier
Communication will follow you, updated in real-time
 Less phone calls, but great personal service

WINNING THE NEW DEAL
Finance Oxygen has an online calculator to help you work out 
your pricing, including usage.

If your prospect is an existing user, you can look at the original 
contract that is being upgraded to see who signed etc.

Then all you do is enter your customers ABN and deal details.

Once you are happy with the details entered, and confident 
that your customer will proceed, simply press Ready To Submit 
and if the deal is under $25,000 and is for new equipment, the 
chances are very good (over 70% that you will get a Conditional 
Approval in seconds.

Finance Oxygen will then generate a document that includes all 
customer details AND will have the payment section completed 
based on your usage of the finance calculator.

You then have a document ready to present to your customer 
for signing. And you know it’s right! Finance Oxygen will provide 
the following document downloads - 

1. Agreement
2. Direct Debit
3. Privacy

Because Finance Oxygen has done all the searches etc, the 
documents presented to you are the only ones you need 
signed.

THE CONFIRMATION TICK
The downloaded document will introduce you to a new 
concept - the Confirmation Tick.

This little Tick will make a huge difference to the way we 
all do things. 

To recap – 

1.  Finance Oxygen has provided the information on the
documents you need signed etc

2.  When they are signed, simply upload the documents to the
relevant task in Finance Oxygen

3.  You will then see a Blue Tick, which means you have
successfully carried out the Task

4.  Then SER steps in. Our people confirm that what you have
uploaded is as it should be, and we change the Blue Tick to a
Green Tick. The confirmation Tick!

5.  When all boxes are Green, we will send an Unconditional
Approval to all who need it at your end

6.  Then two more tasks are required after the solution is
delivered to the end user:

   An Acknowledgement of Delivery Form
   An Invoice for the Approval amount

7.  Both of these can be uploaded to Finance Oxygen, using the
same confirmation tick process, and our people confirm
them with Green Ticks

8.  Then just ask us to settle by completing the final task “Submit
For Settlement”

9.  And then you will be paid!

Finance Oxygen’s Oxygen Billing enables you to -

 Invoice for all variable usage-based billings each month
 On one Bill
 With your branding
 From one Finance Agreement

Oxygen Billing is your entry into a true managed services 
finance offering.

FOR THE SALESPERSON

FOR ADMIN



ABOUT SER
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Wow. It’s been 25 years since we began. Many in our industry 
have come and gone. Yet SER has relationships that have lasted 
for as long as we have. 

I’m pretty sure the reason for this is that we always seek to look 
at things from our vendors perspective. Always. This is often 
in stark contrast to the large financial institutions who find it 
difficult to do the same.

Our mantra dictates that we must continually improve. This 
has manifested itself into the creation of our new software 
platform called Finance Oxygen. We say it is a Game Changer 
because it reflects everything we know about you, our vendor, 
and has sought to simplify, speed up and mistake proof the 
finance experience for your sales people and management. 

Yet, the secret sauce isn’t the platform. Finance Oxygen does 
the process work for you and for us, leaving our people to look 
after you, and your customers!

The result is a spectacular combination of great speed, great 
accuracy and great service.

All of this simply means that using Finance Oxygen, you the 
vendor, are far more likely to get paid quicker. The ultimate 
measure of a finance program partner.

Steve Sykes, Owner

Please contact us we look forward to hearing from you

Email: ser@serentals.com.au 
Website: www.serentals.com.auHelp Desk

WE HELP VENDORS SELL MORE EQUIPMENT

HOW?

THE SER FORMULA IS SIMPLE

Over 25 years experience as vendor 
finance specialists1
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OXYGEN

1800 73 73 68

Great people

Unique in-house software solution

Diverse funding options

Infinite flexibility

Ongoing product development

Great vendor relationships that last

mailto:ser%40serentals.com.au?subject=
http://www.serentals.com.au
https://plus.google.com/116083397785330009397
https://www.linkedin.com/company/se-rentals?trk=nmp_rec_act_company_photo
https://twitter.com/se_rentals



